Volvo s40 problems

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a
questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any
problems with their cars that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify
problems that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical
model has about to samples for each model year. For some model years, typically those of older
or less popular cars, we do not have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical
confidence. There are several ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a
car. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Volvo S40 Change Vehicle. The S40
handles well, have a tight turning circle and its interior has good ergonomics. While the noisy
five-cylinder engine has decent acceleration, the Volvo is somewhat slow and the ride is very
stiff. The rear seat is cramped, with very tight legroom. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available Consumer Reports obtains its
reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. Read Recall Details. What
should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The 1. The ignition system is the primary
cause of concern. The S40 uses a chunky, plastic electronic ignition key that goes into a slot
behind the steering wheel, high up on the dashboard so that the heavy ignition barrel, usually
located on the steering column, is kept away from the driver's knees in a crash. The central
locking system can also give trouble if the key has become damaged or has been dropped.
Another thing to look for is creaking seats. You'd think that loose runners would be to blame,
but in reality it's the internals of the seats that break and the only remedy is replacement, which
won't often make sense to do from a financial perspective. Check the dashboard warning lights
closely to make sure they all illuminate when the ignition is turned on and then go out soon
after the engine starts. Of particular interest are the diesel particulate filter light in the diesels
and another for the anti-lock brakes; the latter's control unit has been known to fail, and it's a
very expensive fix. Both the water and diesel pumps on this engine are also weak points. And if
there is any slack in the travel of the clutch pedal on manual gearbox cars then the master
cylinder will probably need replacing. On cars fitted with a sunroof check the carpets for any
dampness as the drainage holes can become blocked, leading to rain water running down the
inside of the window pillars. What Car? These cookies are necessary for the website to function
and cannot be switched off in our systems. They are usually only set in response to actions
made by you which amount to a request for services, such as setting your privacy preferences,
logging in or filling in forms. You can set your browser to block or alert you about these
cookies, but some parts of the site will not then work. Our advertising vendors use the IAB's
Transparency and Consent Framework to check and honour your permission to use your
personal data for the following list of purposes. You can accept these purposes by clicking "I
Accept" below and you can change your mind at any time by clicking on "Cookie Settings".
These choices will be shared with our partners using an industry framework. For more
information, please visit our Privacy and Cookie Notice. Select basic ads. Create a personalised
ads profile. Select personalised ads. Create a personalised content profile. Select personalised
content. Measure ad performance. Measure content performance. Apply market research to
generate audience insights. Develop and improve products. IAB Advertising Vendors. Share
review. Is a used Volvo S40 saloon reliable? Open Gallery 5 Images. Up next:. Explore more of
the Used Volvo S40 saloon - Follow What Car? Information for dealers Sitemap Contact What
Car? Subscribe to our newsletter Subscribe to What Car? You can provide your consent for the
different purposes and advertising vendors using the IAB's Transparency and Consent
Framework. Click on the different categories to find out more. You can change your mind at any
time by clicking on "Cookie Settings" located on every page. Privacy and Cookie Notice. Select
basic ads Switch Label. Create a personalised ads profile Switch Label. Select personalised ads
Switch Label. Create a personalised content profile Switch Label. Select personalised content
Switch Label. Measure ad performance Switch Label. Measure content performance Switch
Label. Apply market research to generate audience insights Switch Label. Develop and improve

products Switch Label. Ensure security, prevent fraud, and debug Always Active. Technically
deliver ads or content Always Active. Match and combine offline data sources Always Active.
Link different devices Always Active. Receive and use automatically-sent device characteristics
for identification Always Active. Filter Icon. Clear checkbox label label. Apply Cancel. Consent
Leg. Reject All Confirm My Choices. I Accept. I bought this car for my teenage daughter, in part
because of its safety features. Within months she was involved in a serious rollover accident
swerved to avoid a deer and the car came to rest on its roof. The car was totaled. Looking at the
car afterward I would have believed it was a fatal accident, but she did not have a scratch! If
safety is paramount to you, you can count on this car - it saved my daughter's life. From the
moment I test drove this car I loved it. The acceleration blew me away, not to mention the
handling. I drove off the lot 2 hours later. I leave the competition in the dust. Handling, finish,
reliability. Volvo got it right on this one. T5 engine is a must have. Then the sunroof molding
kept coming off. Dealership and Volvo denied this was an issue. My wife and I just recently
purchased our S40 and are quite impressed. The ride and comfort is just great! After driving
SUV's and truck's for the past 5 yrs it is a relief to find a vehicle with accelleration, fuel
ecomony, and ride comfort in such a inexpensive vehicle. My wife drives a V70 D5 a car I have
been very impressed by. I am now middle aged and therefore have been required to go for a
sensible car. The 6 speed gearbox is smooth and precise, better even than the Honda with it's
award winning box, even if 6 speeds are unnessisary with the car. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the S View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. S40 model: All S40 models T5 4dr Sedan 2. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2
stars 1 star. At this price it a no brainer!!!!!!!!! Items per page:. Write a review See all S40s for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the S Sign Up. Last year a huge chunk of steel fell off a truck
and bounced into my lane while I was traveling about 60mph on an interstate. My S40 was
totaled but I only had a sore back for a couple of weeks. Having been an auto appraiser for 6
years I consider myself an expert on assessing damage. I am sure I would have had a major
injury in most other cars of any size. I was so impressed with the way the car took the accident
that my first choice was a S I have had my about a year now and love it! I replaced a Saab I have
only owned the Volvo for a month, however I can say that this is a very solid automobile. The
ride and handling are excellent. The AWD gives a feeling of being glued to the road. I used the
vehicle during a recent New England snowstorm and the car did not slide at all. There was never
any wheel spin. The fit and finish are second to none. The leather seats are extremely
comfortable and can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The car is solid for a smaller vehicle. It feels as
if; it is cut out of a single piece of Swedish steel. The interior design is simple and clean, yet
elegant. The exterior design stands out. I bought my S40 Volvo used in I love this car. It has a
few quirks. First, the radio was super stylish in , but now I wish it was easier to upgrade.
Second, it goes through batteries. I haven't had the tire issues others complain of. Someone
plowed into me and you can barely tell. It's got that Volvo strength. Second, I haven't had any
mechanical issues. I get it looked at by the dealer once a year, but outside of tire and battery
replacements, I haven't had to deal with anything beyond regular upkeep. I love this car and I
want to keep it forever, assuming I can figure out a way to upgrade the radio. It's so reliable. It
still runs great at 10 years old. Compared to competition the value is great; higher rate of
depreciation means this is a good used car to pick up if you're planning on keeping it for a
while. Handling is better than most sedans, but not as tight as an A4 in the steering or
suspension. Good enough for spirited driving. While climbing mtn passes turbo seems to make
more than ample power on my way to Tahoe. Acceleration isn't great either at low or midrange.
Tranny on auto keeps revs low, so using the tiptronic helps On snow and ice the Haldex type
awd system performs almost invisibly. Overall a very good buy. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the S View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review
See all S40s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the S Sign Up. I bought my Volvo used last year.
Since then it's had many problems. The interior wasn't in good condition but the side of the seat
actually fell apart and the lights on the ceiling literally fell out of the ceiling. I had multiple
issues with the car mechanics itself as well. It does have over four hundred thousand miles on it
though so it's still driving which is good. I love my volvo even with miles everything work like
brand new regrets repair is a litle expensive but is worth the money I dont exchange for any
other cars very reliable and confiable. A very solidly-built and reliable vehicle. Body style still
looks current today even though car is 14 years old. Vehicle has required little more than basic
scheduled maintenance, though major repairs, when needed, have been costly likely due to
being luxury import. I love my Volvo s It is an amazing running car that is very dependable. I
have had no major repairs done to my car, only the regular maintenance done. It's a spunky
little car that gets up and goes but very good on the wallet and gets great gas mileage. The

vehicle is reliable and I feel very comfortable in it on a day to day basis. The dashboard controls
are extremely easy to master and use while driving. The air conditioning has great air flow
throughout the car and the speakers are well performing. The car is overall easy to control,
reliable, and comfortable on a daily basis. It is an old car and it has lots of problems, the
mechanic that worked on it before didn't know how to work on Volvos. The air conditioner is
blocked, the bearings on the wheels make a strange sound. It is nerve wracking having to rely
on my car because I never know what it is going to do. My car is very stylish. There is some
downsides thought. One is the electrical system sometimes will bug out. For example:
sometimes the dome lights and sunroof won't work. There was once when the radiator fan
doesn't shut off. There's a vacuum leak and it has terrible gas mileage 19 mpg. The car it
reliable and fast. It gets me around and travels well. The leather interior and mix of automated
seat controls with the smoothest manual shift column makes this the most comfortable car of
its year. The sunroof is an added bonus, and the interior stereo system is of incredible quality.
Not to mention the speed and control this vehicle is capable of, in the blink of an eye. My car
really doesn't have any problems. It runs great. Is good on gas. Always reliable. Can travel long
miles. I have no issues with my car. I have only owned it for a year so far and it has been great.
This is my first car. It has , miles but drives like its brand new. Have has the usual wear and tear
issues with the car, it is over 10 years old at this point. I ended up getting rear ended in this
same make and model the car was totaled but I barely had any whiplash and there was no
damage to the inside of the car whatsoever. I ended up buying the exact same year, make and
model and have been driving it since Absolutely love it. Great get-up-and-go, very safe, and fun
to drive. It is an older sedan however it drives and handle really well. Some cosmetic issues the
sunroof won't open. Other than that sound system is good, engine still rides well, brakes are
still responsive. I got it second hand so it still gets good gas mileage. I think it is a good used
vehicle. Great vehicle. Good on gas, sporty, compact. Dependable and long lasting. No major
problems. Good size, comfortable, has cruise control. Would use protector on seats as they will
wear out. Good for traveling long distances. There is some black around window that is flaking
off but the car is 13 years old. Overall it is a reliable car. The gas mileage is not the best,
especially around town. The car feels safe and secure. The driver's seat is easy to adjust with
many options. The car does only has a CD player, and no option for an aux. I had to buy an FM
transmitter so I could manually connect my phone through the radio. The seats and comfortable
and the trunk is large. It is a Volvo, so it is safe. The front and back windshield views are
narrower than a typical sedan. The waterfall style stereo is nice and stylish; however, the only
way without making anything custom to play your music from your phone is to get an FM
transmitter, since there is no Bluetooth , aux, or place for a tape adapter. The car is older so it
requires more maintenance as oppose to a newer vehicle. The car itself has a lot of material
problems, such as a constant issue of water somehow getting into the car and flooding only
one side. The driver's seat has recently locked in place, thank goodness it was to my alignment.
But the car still does its job by getting from place to place. The car itself is comfortable and
during the summer I used it to drive back and forth between north jersey and Philadelphia 3
days a week, so it still is reliable,. It is a Volvo. Reliable, sporty, safe. Good looking. Turbo
Charged. Comfortable to drive. Good resale value. No complaints. I like how it drives. I like how
the interior is "fitted" around the occupants. It has a high safety rating. It seems to have quirks
that I have never experienced before in a car. There have been repeated dry rotting of coolant
lines even when they have recently been replaced. It have great gas mileage, it is easy to park, it
is easy to drive and it is safe. It is expensive to fix. My vehicle had. No problems that I can
remember, the Volvo is amazing for someone who is just learning how to drive, it will make you
feel safe. There have some issues; CD player never worked, the sunroof occasionally leaks and
the headliner is peeling. Doesn't have some of the features I would prefer in a new car. I do love
Volvos, they seem to run forever. It drives very well. I need new tires. I just installed seat covers
and new floor mats. The color is red. My mom has the newer version of my car. It does have
battery issues sometimes. I like the size and ease of driving. The headrest make it a little harder
to see behind you. Seats wore out quickly. It gets me places, so that is good. Good gas mileage.
I really like my Volvo. It is sporty, fun to drive, and easy to park. The only regret I have is, I wish I
had bought the one size larger version. With 3 kids, it sometimes feels too small. Change Year.
Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort
Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews.
Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest
Rating. Mario andretti wrote on September 28, Alexa S wrote on March 16, Freddy Gonzalez
wrote on October 1, Jen C wrote on September 19, Lisa P wrote on September 19, Lindsey G
wrote on September 19, Thalia V wrote on September 19, Wesley J wrote on September 19,
Tristan T wrote on September 19, Bailey M wrote on September 19, Laura M wrote on July 15,

Kathy T wrote on November 22, Margaret A wrote on November 22, Carolyn F wrote on
November 22, Sarah Y wrote on November 22, Linda B wrote on November 22, Karen M wrote on
October 23, Candace W wrote on October 23, Kim G wrote on October 23, Max R wrote on
October 23, Jared R wrote on October 23, Fred C wrote on October 23, Margaret B wrote on
October 23, Brooke W wrote on October 23, Audrey O wrote on October 23, Continue to
Overview. Click here. Not sure of reg? Enter Make and Model manually. Get a quote for parts.
Get a quote for Headlamp Switch. Skip to main content. Enter your registration. Ad provided by
Google. Volvo S40 Common Problems and Solutions. Instrument panel failure. Problem: The
instrument panel is known to fail on these cars. This might not be as major a concern as you
may think as it is most likely due to a poor connection between the information display and the
ECU. The connection underneath the passenger side of the dashboard can come loose, causing
the instrument panel to not function as it should. Models affected:. Solution: Refitting the
connection should sort the problem. Difficulty level 1. Find a Part Part Finder Get a quote for
parts. Problem: The MAF mass air flow sensor can get clogged up causing poor starting and a
loss of power during driving. The loss of power results in poor acceleration, particularly at
higher speeds. Difficulty level 2. Headlight switch failure. Problem: The headlight switch on
earlier models of the S40 is prone to failing. Solution: If it is not working, then you will need to
replace the headlight switch to fix the problem. We can help you find a replacement headlight
switch at a very low price. Poor engine idling. Problem: The throttle body can get blocked up on
this car. If it is blocked then you will be finding that the engine is idling badly. It could eit
1973 triumph daytona
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chevy lt1 engines
her have low or high idling, erratic idling, which are clear indications for this failure. Solution:
You will need to remove and clean out the throttle body with a toothbrush and some throttle
body cleaner to resolve the issue. Difficulty level 3. Water leaks. Problem: If you have noticed
water leaking into the front footwells, it is usually caused by the sunroof water drains being
blocked. If these drains get blocked, it stops the water from draining out of the car and ends up
leaking into the front footwells. Solution: You need to unblock these drains to stop the water
from leaking inside the car. Watch this video to see how this is done:. Reading these common
Volvo S40 problems should help you find out what is wrong with your Volvo S40 â€” or just
what to look out for in the future. Enter your number plate below. Select Your Vehicle. Model Model -. Year - Year -. Trim - Trim -. Body - Body -. Engine - Engine -. Gearbox - Gearbox -. Fuel Fuel -. Buy S40 parts S40 common problems.

